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How to Use The Course Guide 
 
This course is designed to be accessible to a beginning Witch with little or no former                
knowledge or experience of the Craft. With that being said, some passing            
understanding of a few concepts (like working with energy) would greatly benefit the             
student, as you’ll be able to “hit the ground running” in your studies. The overall aim of                 
the Academy is to help a self-motivated student move from Dedicant to Initiate over the               
span of 3 year-long courses. This Year 1: Foundations course will cover a great deal of                
skill, lore, and wisdom in a year-and-a-day and will take the student from Dedicant to               
First Admission. 
 
This is a lofty goal, though, and nobody should feel bad for falling short -- whether it                 
takes you several more weeks or even a couple of years. Witchcraft isn’t a race or a                 
competition. You need not focus on completing in exactly one year. All I ask is that you                 
give yourself at least one year of dedicated study and practice before taking your First               
Initiation. A year and a day is considered a “complete cycle” (folklorically), and you              
will have given yourself the basic amount of time to assimilate the knowledge and              
make room in your psyche for the wisdom you are hoping to gain within this Craft. 
 
Checklist 
I’ve included a checklist that notates all of the lessons and their corresponding             
assignments. You can find it at the beginning of these materials, before the actual              
lessons start. I offer this to you as a tool for your personal tracking and accountability of                 
your own work.  
 
 
Order of the Lessons 
There is a sheet (located just behind the checklist) that provides a rough schedule for               
students to use, if they are so inclined. This schedule is only a suggestion, and it is open                  
to lots of wiggle room.  



 
Indeed, you’ll have to wiggle within the schedule a little bit, by virtue of the fact that I                  
have no idea what month and day you are starting. I had to put the Sabbats and Moon                  
Phase lessons somewhere on the schedule, but I have no way of knowing if you               
dedicated on a Sabbat or precisely between them (much less which Sabbat will be the               
first you encounter).  
 
And that’s okay! Just jump in when you’re ready and get going and feel free to switch                 
lessons around, if the timing isn’t lining up for you. Just be aware that some lessons                
build on each other within a progression. It’ll probably be obvious to you which ones               
those are, but I will also make a note at the beginning of each lesson if there is a                   
prerequisite lesson or experience. 
 
The only lessons that should be done exactly where they are indicated in the schedule               
are the first two (Dedication Ritual and Your Story) and the last three (Planning for the                
Future, Final Exam, and Initiation). I think the reasons are obvious (or will be once you                
get started). 
 
Everything else is very negotiable. If you want to do all four book analyses in the same                 
month, do it. Want to knock out your divination proficiencies all at once? Go for it! I                 
spread them out to make it a little easier on you, but you are the ultimate arbiter of                  
what makes sense in your life and your practice. 
 
I’ll even say that the order was hard for me to decide, and I shifted things throughout                 
the entire writing of this course. There is so much to cover, and some topics are so                 
interconnected that it’s hard to talk about one if the student doesn’t already know about               
the other. The problem is: I have no idea what you know. I’m allowing for the                
possibility that true beginners on the Path will join this course, in which case, I’ve tried                
to make this course accessible, but I know there is still a steep learning curve. At the                 
same time, much more experienced folks may be taking this course as well, and I am                
also hoping to give them something meaty as a foundation with which to build their               
studies for this part of their journey (as opposed to a re-hash of what they have known                 
and done for years). 
 
With such diversity among the people taking the course, no single approach to the              
lessons will suit everyone, and that’s okay.  
 
 
 



Planning Ahead 
Some assignments are not conquerable in a single week. These include the 4 book              
analyses you will write, the 3 forms of divination in which you will prove yourself               
proficient, and possibly others.  
 
In order to best address these more involved assignments, I recommend taking some             
time here at the beginning of your studies to familiarize yourself with the work ahead               
and make your own plan for addressing these projects. For instance, you might choose              
both your first book and the first method of divination that you wish to learn so you can                  
start your studies well before the assignments are due in the schedule. 
 
The Nature of THE WORK 
It’s only fair of me to let you know that this is a very intensive experience, and almost                  
all of it will come from you. I know a great deal about Witchcraft and the occult, and I                   
will be sharing some of my knowledge and experience with you. BUT! Witchcraft isn’t              
just about knowing things. It is also (if not mostly) about doing things. I can’t do them                 
for you. I can’t do the thinking for you, and I definitely can’t practice this sorcerous art                 
for you.  
 
I’m taking the role of the “Guide on the Side” instead of the “Sage on the Stage.” The                  
lessons aren’t presented as lectures, for that reason. Yes, yes, I will definitely do some               
explaining and extrapolating in each lesson, but the real bulk of the work will be your                
own reflections, meditations, critical thinking, hands-on practice, and possibly even          
some outside research.  
 
At some point, you may get frustrated with me. “Why did I pay the course fee if that’s                  
all she has to say about this?” “I could have done this on my own?” “She hasn’t told me                   
anything I didn’t already know!” 
 
Trust me, I had the same thoughts, at times, about my mentor and initiator. I’ve had                
beloved students and coven mates share these thoughts out loud with me. I’ve had              
others chew on them silently -- either poisoning themselves with bitterness OR coming             
to the same empowering conclusion that all Witches do. The power of the Witch comes               
from the individual, through their own work, sacrifice, and dedication. The one who             
guides you is not your true teacher. You yourself are. Your Spirirts are. The guide is                
merely one who lights the candle so you can see the Crooked Path. The one who blows                 
the candle out so you can hear the Spirits talking … finally. 
 



This course will only reward you in a way that is proportionate to the effort you give it.                  
It requires that you THINK. It demands that you DO. It relies on you to REFLECT.  
 
What is “Traditional” about the Red Thread Academy's Craft? 
Honestly, the Witchcraft presented here won't be “traditional” enough for some. It'll be             
too traditional for others. Here is a little about the background and philosophy of this               
particular thread of the Craft: 
 
I am an American Folkloric Witch. I was taught by an American Witch (Mary S.). Her                
teachers were American Witches (the Finnins), a “Black Gard” Gardnerian priest in            
1960s Berkeley, CA, and a pair of Welsh Druids. The Finnins are the founders of the                
Ancient Keltic Church/Roebuck and studied with Joe Wilson, the founder of 1734, who             
studied with Roy Bowers (aka Robert Cochrane). The Finnins also studied with Evan             
John Jones. 
 
Mary never completed her formal studies within AKC/Roebuck. She was a 3*            
Gardnerian HPS, an 11* (?) Druid, and a Dedicant of AKC before founding the tradition               
I joined and studied. This new tradition was very heavily AKC/1734 inspired. “Kissing             
cousins” we always said. We read and worked from the 1734 letters, and when Ann               
Finnin published her book Forge of Tubal Cain several years later, I realized we were               
really a bastard child of that tradition (not cousins, at all), with a little Garderian tools                
and hold-overs in the mix -- and a heavy dollop of Druidry. 
 
The tradition my ex-wife Natalie and I founded, the Spiral Castle Tradition (what we              
blogged about as “American Folkloric Witchcraft” -- though that term is now an             
umbrella for a much larger group of traditions than just us), is closer to what Cochrane                
and Jones describe, but I will admit that there are still some notable Gardnerian              
influences. They lingered from Mary, and they seeped in from Natalie, who had also              
been a 3* Gardnerian Wiccan from her former training.  
 
And then you must consider: we're American. This continent was colonized by people             
seeking homogeneity of ideology as a refuge from religious persecution and then very             
quickly became one of the most ethnically, philosophically, and culturally diverse           
places in the world. There are very few of us here who can claim any pure heritage or                  
any unbroken lineage to any culture or tradition. I certainly can't.  
 
Which is all to say … a certain amount of eclecticism is perhaps authentically              
Traditional in the USA. Speaking only for myself, the blend of northern European             
(English, Welsh, Cornish, Dutch, and German) Craft/shamanism that has come to me,            



mixed with bits of more contemporary Craft (yes, Wicca), alongside Hermetic systems            
of magic (OTO, Golden Dawn, Freemasonry, etc), and the practicality of           
Hoodoo/rootwork just makes sense. These are not disparate systems that have never            
interacted. They've already touched and influenced each other. Study any two of them,             
and you'll see the flow between them. And they've had this flow because our ancestors (                
were largely very practical folks who knew a good thing when they saw it and weren't                
afraid to try a little of a good new thing out to see if it worked with their existing                   
system. 
 
“But, Laurelei,” you say, “I'm not from the US.” OR… “”OK, Laurelei. I'm almost              
entirely (insert ethnic/cultural/national group here).” My response is: That's fantastic! I           
honor who you are and where you come from! Let’s just take a second to think about                 
“right fit.” Do you need to work in a system that is more traditional or more                
culturally-specific than what is offered here? Or, are you okay with a little eclecticism in               
your Craft -- or in your teacher? Only you can answer those questions. 
 
THIS course is built on a strong foundation of Traditional Witchcraft, as it was taught to                
me, but there are other influences. RTA is American Folkloric Witchcraft. It is the              
teaching mechanism of the Spiral Castle Tradition. It is rooted in European folklore and              
shamanism. It looks to all manner of American and European folk traditions for             
inspiration and wisdom. It is inclusive of First Nation and African diasporic influences             
on American Craft practice, but treads carefully so as not to be appropriative of              
hereditary or lineaged traditions into which we haven’t been born or initiated. We             
acknowledge, though, that it does have more contemporary Craft and Hermetic           
influence than some hardcore traditionalists present/desire. Being aware of all of our            
roots helps us shape an individual Craft that will serve us as we walk the Crooked Path. 
 
Ultimately, it is my responsibility as teacher to present what I know to be a valid and                 
workable system. It is your responsibility as a student to decide if this system works for                
you. I encourage you to learn this system if it resonates with you, which provides               
opportunity for additional study, and adapt it to meet your sense of the Arte. 
 
Sharing Assignments 
There are a couple of philosophies on the assignments that I’d like you to consider. The                
first is that the work is for your benefit, not mine. There is some meaningful objective at                 
the heart of every task, intended to help you discover some new truth about the Craft                
and your relationship to it. Even if what you discover is that you don’t care for                
astrology, or you don’t resonate with scrying, or you struggle with braiding witches'             
ladders, that’s okay. I imagine you will discover lots of resonances, skills, and things              



you do care for. That’s the point: to dig in. To DO. So, because the work is for your                   
benefit and not mine, it is to your benefit to embrace it. Give it a shot. A real shot. (And                    
remember: just because something is hard, that doesn’t mean you aren’t making potent             
magic as a result.) 
 
The second philosophy has to do with whether or not you need me to see your work.                 
Technically, no. There are self-initiations at the end of each course, and I have come to a                 
place of peace regarding online students self-determining their readiness for          
self-initiation. (Indeed, many folks purchase his manual without ever reaching out for            
group connection, so many students progress without any contact from me at all.)             
However, if you want to be initiated within the Spiral Castle Tradition, as part of my                
lineage -- if that’s a thing that matters to you, for all the reasons that spiritual lineage                 
can matter -- then I need to see your work and we need to build a connection.  
 
You can also choose to share some or all of your work and participate in the RTA                 
facebook community just because you find that supportive for your process and your             
needs. I encourage everyone who takes this course, in any form, to join the community               
online. 
 
You’ll notice a lot of written reflections and “essays” throughout the course. (I used to               
be an English teacher, and it shows!) Think of these as opportunities to journal deeply               
on your experience or your perspective. This is a way to get the thoughts out of your                 
head (where they may be fuzzy) and into a concrete form, where you can confront               
them, organize them, and decide whether or not they are really your thoughts. 
 
Scoring of Assignments 
The scoring of assignments only applies to Red Thread Academy students who are             
sharing assignments for me to see -- with that eye toward in-person initiation at the end                
of the Year 3: Mastery course. But I thought it would be helpful for everyone to know                 
the scoring rubric, for visibility. 
 
There are only 3 scores for all assignments in this course: 
 
Mastery (3) = The work covers a depth or breadth beyond the requirement, shows great               
insight, is reflective of profound talent or skill, or is in some other way remarkable. This                
is the rarest of scores, reserved for work that wows me. 
 
Proficiency (2) = The work meets the requirements, shows solid progression toward            
lesson objectives, is complete and has no major flaws. There may still be some areas of                



the work that could use some polishing or deeper thought, but it is understood that this                
will come in time. This is the most common passing score. 
 
Developing (1) = The work does not meet the requirements, shows some confusion or              
misunderstanding, isn’t complete, or needs to be reapproached. This is the only            
non-passing score. Use the feedback provided to try again.  
 
You will ultimately achieve Mastery (3) or Proficiency (2) in every lesson. If you get a                
Developing (1) score on any assignment, you will need to finish/redo it until you have               
reached Proficiency (2).  
 
There is no shame in getting a low score and working to improve your skills or                
understanding in that area. We all have our talents, and we all have our challenges.               
Witchcraft is a CRAFT, which means it must be practiced for us to be skillful.  
 
I am willing and able to give my students the time and guidance they need to gain those                  
skills. I won’t just “pass” you on an assignment because it is more convenient for me or                 
somehow “kinder” to you. It is, in fact, not kind at all for me to let you think you are                    
proficient in an area where you aren’t.  
 
Likewise, don’t think you are somehow failing if you never see a Mastery (3) score.               
Those are reserved for shockingly great work. This isn’t like some high schools, where if               
you do the assignment correctly, completely, and punctually, you’ll get an A+. This is              
sorcery. This is spirituality. Here, the gold stars are a lot harder to come by, but they                 
mean so much more! (Actually, I've been a high school English teacher, and A’s weren't               
that easy to come by in my classroom, either. I'm still a believer in actual merit.) 
 
Another educational philosophy: The worth of your work isn’t based on whether or not              
I am impressed by it. It is based on whether or not you are finding value and meaning                  
it. If you are asking for me to score your work, that is also a conversation I hope to have                    
as you continue.  
 
 
Supplies and Materials 
You only need a few items to start this coursework. The rest, you will make or acquire                 
as the course progresses. 
 

● Black or white hooded robe/cloak/shawl -- This should be a natural fiber (cotton,             
linen, wool, or silk). Choose black if you are performing the Dedication between             



Fall Equinox and Spring Equinox (dark half of the year) and white for the light               
half of the year (the other 6 months). If you’re no good at sewing, you can use a                  
black dress or kaftan and attach a hood of a similar fabric. You can also buy a                 
robe from an online vendor. (Check out the recommendations in the shop at             
www.bladeandbroom.com if you need guidance.) Just make sure the fabric is           
natural and that the hood is deep. Everything else (length, style, sleeve design,             
neck shape) is optional. You will need this for your Dedication Ritual; though,             
you can perform this ritual in the nude if you do not have a robe. (You will                 
eventually need the other color as well, but it can wait for now.)  

● Red, triple-braided cord -- The finished length of this cord should be about 3              
yards/meters (9 feet). It is constructed by making three braids out of yarn, and              
then braiding them together to make a single cord. Again, the yarn should be              
natural fiber. You can find cotton and wool varieties easily online or in local craft               
stores. Alternatively, you could make strips from a natural fiber cloth and braid             
these. You must have the red cord at the time of your Dedication ritual. This is a                 
labor intensive process. Trust me. I’ve braided so many cords in my life. But let               
yourself sink into the meditation of it. Consider the wisdom of the weavers of              
Fate as you braid. 

● Binder/Notebook/Journal -- How you choose to organize your coursework is          
entirely up to you, but I recommend getting a large 3-ring binder and some              
divider tabs to keep your work organized. For most Witches, this is the             
beginning of their Book of Shadows. A journal or sketch pad (which can act as a                
mixed media journal for those who enjoy multiple modes of expression) can also             
be invaluable. Alternatively, you can keep a digital BoS on your computer or the              
cloud. Just be sure to keep a back-up and to keep it safe. 

 
There will be other materials, tools, and supplies that you will buy as you work through                
the course. Each lesson provides a list of needed or suggested materials. As you plan               
ahead, you might take note of what you will need in the future. There are books,                
divination tools, altar tools, and other projects that will require that you make or buy               
some supplies.  
 
Additional Resources 
There are Book of Shadows pages included within this Course Guide. They are taken              
from the growing library of pages I make available in my Etsy shop. They are here for                 
you to print and use within your own BoS, and they are intended as supplemental               
reading materials for your studies; but you may not reproduce them for others. (They              
are all available for sale in the shop, if you would like to recommend them to friends.) 
 

http://www.bladeandbroom.com/


I have plans to create YouTube videos to act as supplemental resources. As those are               
posted, they will be available on the RedThreadAcademy channel. Check there (and            
favorite it) for updates. 
 
The blog entries at http://afwcraft.blogspot.com were all created by me and my ex-wife,             
Natalie. We are the founders of American Folkloric Witchcraft and the first (to my              
knowledge) to use that term. All of the work there is foundational material for this               
course. It is an archive now. 
 
New content for the Spiral Castle Tradition (which is now the oldest and one of several                
expressions of American Folkloric Witchcraft) is being posted at         
http://spiralcastletrad.wordpress.com.  
 
 
Private coaching with me is also a resource available to you. This would involve a               
monthly Skype (or other VOIP) session in which we talk about your studies, your              
challenges, your goals, etc. Psychic readings can be part of these sessions, if you like, to                
help shed light on situations/questions. This is a great way to deepen your studies and               
to connect with me as your mentor, but you can also utilize our coaching sessions to                
work on goals unrelated to your Witchcraft studies. Coaching is 100% optional, of             
course. You can find more details at the end of the Course Guide. 
 
The Amazon links for books and other tools on this site are made available via affiliate                
links. I won’t have my feelings hurt if you don’t use the affiliate links, but using them                 
helps me a little and doesn’t hurt you, if you’re buying the book/tool/product anyway.              
(I do like to be up-front about it, though.) 
 
Final Exam, Initiation, and Certificate 
The final exam is included here in the Course Guide. It is the last “lesson” included, but                 
there is one more step (also labeled as a “lesson” in the checklist and schedule, but not                 
actually included in the book) before you receive your certificate. That step is initiation. 
 
When you are ready, just contact me (or one of the RTA group admins), and we’ll give                 
you access to the self-initiation ritual materials, which will include all of the instructions              
for preparation and performance. I do it this way so that you aren’t seeing on “day 1”                 
what the initiation will involve. Initiations are usually significant milestones filled with            
mystery and magic. They are much more than a graduation ceremony. This is the only               
way for me to preserve some of the Mystery for you and still have a medium for                 
self-initiation. 

http://afwcraft.blogspot.com/
http://spiralcastletrad.wordpress.com/


 
Be aware that as you approach the end of Year 3: Mastery, you can schedule a                
weekend-long initiation experience with me for the culmination of the entire program --             
but only if I’ve had the opportunity to see your work and get to know you during (most                  
of) Years 1-3. This is a different ritual than the one provided as self-initiation. It would                
be undertaken in a cabin in either Southern Indiana or Central Kentucky with a small               
but trusted team. Information about this option will be available on the Spiral Castle              
Blog (starting in 2021). 
 
The certificate for this course is included in the self-initiation packet.  
 
 
What Comes Next? 
You are under no obligation to move onto the next course, but you will be invited to do                  
so, if you choose. A fully Raised Witch of our Tradition wears a triple cord of red,                 
black, and white. The 3 cords are braided into a single plait -- and it is only by taking all                    
3 courses that you will have studied the Spiral Castle Tradition in its entirety.  
 
Foundations -- akin to a Bachelor’s Degree in Witchcraft. You have studied hard,             
sharpened your critical thinking skills, practiced and perfected the Craft basics, and you             
are fully qualified to practice your Craft. You have entered the Gates. You are an               
initiated Witch! 
 
Practicum -- akin to a Master’s Degree in a specific area of Witchcraft. You have               
dedicated yourself to a particular skill set and have honed your understanding and             
ability within that area. You have continued to deepen your practice of the Craft, and               
and are proficient enough to serve in the ways you have been called. You have been to                 
the Castles. You are a Healer (or Seer, or Person in Black, Herbalist, Conjurer, or a                
Priest/ess)! 
 
Mastery -- akin to a Doctorate Degree in Witchcraft. You have learned just about              
everything you can learn from another person, and you are devoted to learning directly              
from the Deities and Spirits after this point. You are open to the Mysteries of the Craft                 
and have spent some time pondering those things that can’t be spoken. You are              
ordained to initiate others into the Craft. You travel all the Realms. You are a               
Queen/Devil! 
 



How far you go with your studies is entirely in your own hands. There is no “must” in                  
this choice. There will be no pressure from me. I will fully support you in your choice,                 
whatever you decide. 
 
 
 
Student Discounts at Blade & Broom  
Blade & Broom is a two-pronged online shop run by Laurelei. The Etsy shop houses all                
of our digital and physical products (like Book of Shadows pages, course guides, witchy              
novels, etc.). The independent shop at www.bladeandbroom.com features readings,         
coaching, and other ritual services. It also offers product and book recommendations            
through affiliate links. 
 
As a student of mine, you can use the code RTASTUDENT25 for 25% products and               
services in both shops.  
 
Blade & Broom on Etsy -- www.bladeandbroom.etsy.com -- physical & digital products 
 
Blade & Broom website -- www.bladeandbroom.com -- psychic & spiritual services 
 
Connect on Social Media 
Facebook -- www.facebook.com/laureleiblack  and also 
www.facebook.com/LaureleiBlackAuthor and also 
And also our private group at www.facebook.com/groups/RTA.Foundations 
Instagram -- @laureleiblack and @bladeandbroom and @asteriabooks 
YouTube -- RedThreadAcademy 
 
 
Questions 
If you have questions related to the course-work (or the resources/discounts mentioned 
above) that can’t be answered with the Course Guide alone, please email me at 
laurelei@asteriabooks.com.  
 
 

http://www.blafeandbroom.com/
http://www.bladeandbroom.etsy.com/
http://www.bladeandbroom.com/
http://www.facebook.com/laureleiblack
http://www.facebook.com/LaureleiBlackAuthor
http://www.facebook.com/groups/RTA.Foundations
mailto:laurelei@asteriabooks.com

